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Abstract— Acoustic modeling technique is used to study long range propagation of airgun signals with
emphasis on the low frequencies having impact on fish species of commercial interest, the frequency
range from 25 Hz to 300 Hz. The acoustic propagation model is based on ray theory and can deal with
range-dependent bathymetry and depth-dependent sound speed profiles. The bottom is modeled with a
sediment layer over a solid rock and requires input values for geoacoustic parameters of the sediments
layer and the rock with compressional speed, shear speed and absorptions coefficients. The source level
and directionality is modeled for an airgun array with an arbitrary number of airguns of different sizes.
The model calculates the complex spectrum and the full-waveform time response of the sound field to
long distances from which a number of useful field descriptors and measures are derived. The sound
pressure level at selected frequencies and the sound exposure level are calculated as function of range and
compared with the threshold reaction level based on auditory and startle response levels for cod. A critical
distance is defined as the range when the sound levels is lower that the reaction level. The environmental
impact on the sound propagation is studied and discussed on the basis of a number of scenarios with
different bathymetry, bottom properties and seasonal variations of sound speed profiles. Using realistic
values for source level and directivity of an airgun array, the critical distances were found to vary from 8
km to more than 50 km, depending on the sound speed profiles and the degree of bottom interaction, but
the values of the critical distance are very sensitive to the assumed value of reaction threshold. The model
has been tested and verified on data obtained at a real seismic survey conducted in the summer of 2009 at
Vesterålen – Lofoten area (Nordland VII). In this experiment signals were recorded at fixed hydrophone
positions as the seismic vessel approached from a maximum distance of 30 km toward the receiving
positions. The same situation was modeled using available geological and oceanographic information as
input to the acoustic model. The agreement between the real and recorded signals and the model results is
good. This indicates that acoustic-biological modeling may be useful in the design and planning of
seismic surveys to minimize the conflict between surveying and fishing.
Paper presented at the 35th Scandinavian Symposium on Physical Acoustics, 29th January - 1th February
2012, Geilo, Norway.
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1 Introductio
on
Oceans eenvironment are noisy beecause acousttic waves cann propagate tto long distaances due to the
t relative
low attennuation of soound in wateer compared,, for instancee, to sound in air. The naatural ambient acoustic
noise is mainly geneerated by winnd-driven oceeans waves aand rain. In aaddition therre are a widee variety of
anthropoogenic noise sources, shippping noise, noise generaated from pilling and drillling, noise frrom subsea
oil/gas processing eqquipment andd wind mills. There are alsso the acousttic signals deeliberately sennt out for a
purpose, such as byy active sonaar, especiallyy high poweer military soonar, and air guns used in marine
ften dominatees over the nnatural ambieent noise, esspecially in
seismic exploration. Anthropogenic noise oft
the low frequency
f
baand from appproximately ffrom 10 Hz and
a upwards to 1000 Hz, or more, Chhapman and
Hawkinss, (1973), Poopper, et al.. (2003), Sim
mmonds andd MacLennaan (2004). This frequenccy band of
emissionn coincides w
with the frequuencies of peerception of sea mammalls and fish annd may thereefore affect
their natuural activities, or even caause physicall damages. A
An example iss seismic expploration for oil and gas
in certainn areas wheree there also iis important commercial
c
f
fishing
intereest. This is thhe case in thee North Sea
and the Norwegian Sea
S with on--going conflicts betweenn seismic expploration andd fishing. Sttudies have
m responses leading to
demonsttrated the sound of air-gguns signals may exceedd the threshoold for alarm
increasedd fish activity and to chhanges in scchooling andd water posittion up to a distance off 30-50 km
resultingg in reduced ccatches.
This has raised questtions and dem
mands for im
mposing rules and restrictiion on the seismic surveyys such that
the impaact on fishingg is minimized. This couuld be by reqquiring a minnimum distannce to fishingg activities,
or to resttrict the survveys to times of the year with
w no fishinng. The criticcal issue is too establish thhe rules and
to define the minim
mum distancce. Evidentlyy this must be based oon both biollogical know
wledge and
knowleddge and experrience in souund propagatiion in the oceeans.
The biollogical issue is to undersstand the feattures of the sound that trriggers reacttions or channges in fish
behaviorr. Biological information may be obtaained from measurements
m
s and observation of a few
w fishes in
controlleed condition with fish inn captivity inn pens or tannks, with thee obvious rissk of not obsserving the
natural reactions
r
typiical for free swimming fi
fish. Auditoryy threshold values
v
as funnction for frequency are
found inn the literaturre for differeent species aand these vallues are obtaained by expposing fish too harmonic
signal. A startle thresshold can be defined as tthe sound levvel the cause strong and rapid
r
reactions directed
away froom the soundd source. Thee values that exists the staartle threshold levels are about 60-700 dB higher
than the auditory leveels, Eaton et al. (1995), Karlsen
K
et al. (2007). How
wever, it is im
mportant to noote that the
fish is likely to show
w other typess of behaviorral changes at
a lower sound levels thaan those causing startle
responsees, Pearson ett al. (1992).
The acouustic issue iss to understaand the physiics of low frrequency proopagation in the ocean annd how the
long-rannge propagatiion depends on the envirronments. Thhe propagatioon of underw
water sound ddepends on
the envirronmental coonditions, in particular thhe oceanograp
aphic parameters, the topoography of thhe seafloor
and the physical
p
propperties of thee bottom. For instance, during
d
winterr seasons in nnorthern waters there is
generallyy a sound sppeed minimuum near the sea surface resulting in an acoustic surface channnel where
signals ffrom a shalloow source prropagate withh little attenuuation to larrge distances. In other arreas, and at
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other seasons, the conditions may be entirely different, perhaps with downward refraction and strong
bottom interactions with a significant portion of the energy disappearing into the bottom. Most of the
knowledge we have today on these issues is developed by military research and development in
connection with passive sonar to detect submarines at large distances, which involves about the same
frequency band and distances as relevant to disturbances and effects on fish behavior.
It is important to distinguish between stationary broad band noises from for instance a passing ship and
the impulsive noise from an airgun or other similar sources. First it is not clear to translate a fish reaction
to a steady harmonic tone or a burst of tone to the reaction of the impulsive sound from a nearby airgun.
At longer ranges we are dealing with the propagation an oceanic waveguide with multiple reflections
from the sea and bottom causing a significant time spread of the received signal that may last several
seconds. In such situations the peak pressure is a time-space varying consequence of the coherent effects
of multi-path contributions and bandwidth. Furthermore there are often confusions and misunderstanding
with the respect to the characterization of sound and source levels, in particular for transient and
impulsive sound. Carey (2006) has written a summary paper on this problem and defined a number of
matrices, units and recommended practices.
To assess these factors quantitatively it is necessarily to use mathematical /numerical modeling tools that
can take all the effects of the oceanography, the bathymetry and the geophysical properties of the bottom
into account. Modeling of propagation conditions has always been an important issue in underwater
acoustics and there exists a wide variety of mathematical/numerical models based on different
approaches. The most common models are based ray theory, expansion in normal modes, models based
on wave number integration technique and models based on the solution of the parabolic equation. For an
overview of these models and for further references, see Jensen et al. (1993). Although the effects of
anthropogenic noise on marine life is an active field of research and has high public interest, it is
surprising that the propagation of sound to large distances are hardly mention in the works dealing with
bioacoustics. Noteworthy exceptions are the two companion papers by Erbe and Farmer [2000(a) and
2000(b)] where they first presented a software model to estimate impact zones on marine mammals and
then applied the model to case of icebreakers affecting Beluga whales.
This paper describes the use acoustic modeling technique to study long range propagation of impulsive
sound with emphasis on the low frequencies having impact on fish species of commercial interest, the
frequency range from 25 Hz to 400 Hz. After first describing the model and the required inputs, modeled
results are compared with results obtained from a joint seismic-acoustic survey conducted in the summer
of 2009 at Vesterålen – Lofoten area (Nordland VII). In this experiment signals were recorded at a fixed
hydrophone positions as the seismic vessel approached from a maximum distance of 30 km toward the
receiving positions. The same situation was modeled using available geological and oceanographic
information as input to the acoustic model. The agreement between the real and recorded signals and the
model results is good, Tronstad and Hovem (2011), Hovem and Tronstad (2012).
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2 Mo
odel desccription
PlaneRayy is a ray trracing propaagation moddel that calcuulates the soound field byy coherent aaddition of
eigenrayy contributionn. The cruciial task in thhis type of rray modellinng is to findd the all the significant
eigenrayys connectingg a source pposition with the receiverr positions. The approacch used in PlaneRay
P
is
initially to launch a hhigh number of rays and calculates caalculate their trajectories ttogether withh the travel
times and information on where tthe rays havee been reflectted from the surface and bottom
b
or goone through
turning ppoints. Thiss informationn, the ray hisstory, is storred in the com
mputer for uuse in all thee following
calculations. Subsequuently, and uusing the stored ray historry the trajectoories, travel ttimes and am
mplitudes of
the eigennrays, withinn the span oof initial anggles rays, aree found by a special soorting and innterpolation
routine.
mmed to prodduce the freqquency-domaain transfer
The conttributions off all the eigennrays are cohherently sum
function for propagation betweenn the source and receiverrs. The time rresponse is ssubsequentlyy calculated
by multiiplying with the frequenncy function of the sourcce signal andd Fourier traansformationn. A useful
feature of
o sorting andd interpolatioon scheme iss the automattic sorting annd separationns of the diffferent types
of ray hhistory, whicch enables tthe user to study the vaarious multippath contribbutions separrately. The
PlaneRayy model has been extensiively tested against
a
the O
OASES (SAF
FARI) modell by Schmidtt (1987 and
found to be sufficiennt accurate foor frequenciees above 25 H
Hz, which is sufficient foor applicationn to fish of
M
inform
mation on thee PlaneRay Model
M
can bbe found in rreports and
interest tto commerciial fishing. More
articles bby Hovem (22008, 2011). IIn this paperr we concentrrate on the usse of the moddel for predicction sound
fields froom at differennt environmeental conditioons.
The inpuuts to the moddel are:
(1) A sound speeed profile i..e. sound speeed as functiion of depthh. Only one pprofile is accepted and
t
therefore
rannge dependenncy in the souund speed cannnot be treated.
(2) A bathymetryy chart from which depthh versus range can be extrracted.
(3) A descriptioon of the seafloor,
s
posssible layereed, with souund speed density andd abortions
c
coefficients
ffor each layeer.
(4) A record or m
model of the sound source as functionn of frequencyy and radiation direction
Items (11) and (2) aare normally easy to obbtain, either by in situ m
measurementts or from nnational or
interactioonal data bbanks. Seaflooor informattion can bee more diffi
ficult to obttain except for verbal
descriptiions such as gravel, sand or silt etc. T
There exist seeveral paperss in the literaature that givves relevant
acoustic values for diifferent typess of bottom materials,
m
Haamilton (19877), Hamilton and Backmaan (1982).

2.1. Characterizaation of sou
und fields and
a propagaation condiitions
The proggram calculaates the transm
mission loss as function of frequencyy and range tto receivers aat the same
depth. Inn order to unnderstand andd compare thhe transmission loss for thhe various coonditions it is
i useful to
have a coommon referrence. In freee space the ggeometrical looss is that off spherical sppreading withh which the
3

sound intensity decays proportionally to distance squared. In an ideal waveguide with constant water
depth and sound speed the geometrical loss follows a cylindrical spreading law with the sound pressure
decays proportionally with distance. It follows that the geometrical spreading in an ideal waveguide may
be approximated with a spherical spreading law at short distance and cylindrical spreading at longer
distance. A combination of the two spreading laws may be expressed by the equation
1
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This expression gives the asymptotic behavior
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In these equations rt is a transition range where the transmission loss goes from spherical close to the
source and to cylindrical at long ranges. A reasonable value for rt is a value close to the water depth.
Equation (2) may be used for rough calculation of the transmission loss, but is not included and neither
are effects of oceanography and bathymetry. Frequency dependent acoustic absorption in the water is
implemented using the expression of Francois and Garrison (1982).
The sound exposure level SEL is an energy (E) measure obtained by integrating the square of the sound
pressure p2(t) and normalize with respect a reference sound pressure and an exposure time tref

 E
SEL  10log10  2
 pref tref






(3)

E   p  t  dt
2

The reference sound pressure pref is chosen to be 1Pa and the reference time tref equal to one second.
The SEL values and the spectral levels of selected frequency components may be used to characterize the
loudness of airgun sound and to compare with assumed reaction thresholds of different species of fish.
Since the model calculates the complete waveform of the sound other measures can easily be
implemented.
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2.2. Soource pulsee and arrayy directivityy
Informattion on the ssource signaal and directtivity is requuired to deteermine the soound field. R
Records of
source ssignal may be availablle for the ssurveyor, buut the progrram requiress far field directional
measurem
ments withoout contaminnation by refflections from
m the sea suurface or froom the bottoom. In the
absence of such infoormation, the model usees a synthetiic source siggnal in the fform of a Riicker pulse
frequentlly used in seismology,
s
Sherif and Geldhart (1959). An exxample of a Ricker pullse and its
frequenccy spectrum iis shown in F
Figure 1.
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T
Time pulse aand frequenccy spectrum of the 50 H
Hz Ricker souurce signal uused in the
ddiscussion.

2.3. Airgun arrayy directivity
A typicaal layout useed in commeercial seismicc surveys is shown in Fiigure 2 with Nx guns in the towing
directionn and Ny gunns in the crooss directionn with. Typiically, there may be around 30 activve guns of
differentt sizes distribbute in over an area of 220 x 25 m. C
Considering tthe size of thhe airgun arrray and the
wavelenggths it is cleear that the directivity
d
of the airgun array is impportant and m
must be incllude in the
calculations of the accoustic field.
With refference to Fiigure 2 the positions off the guns arre denoted bby (xn,yn ) annd source strrengths are
Qn,m(). The signal ffrom the arraay in the farfield as funcction of elevaation angle , the azimutth angel ,
and the ((angular) freqquency ω, caan be expresssed by

 
S ( ,  ,  )   n , m Qn , m   exxp   i  xn , m ccos  cos   yn , m cos  sin    .

 c

In the in--line directioon where the azimuth anggel  is zero, this reduces to a line arraay of sources
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(4)
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In the across direction perpendicular to the towing direction  = /2 with
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 c
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Figure 2.

Air gun array with Ny lines each with Nx guns

Equations (4) and (5) are general expressions valid for any number of sources with different frequency
spectrum and locations, but requires that the source functions are known for each of the guns in the
arrays. In cases that such detailed information is not available the following approach is used to estimate
the directivity function of the airgun array. The approach is based on the assumption that all the guns in
the array produces pulses of the same shape, but with a peak pressure amplitude that depends only on
volume of the pressure chamber, given that the pressure in the all guns are the same. Thereby the source
strengths in the above equations for the beam pattern are replaced by volume weights
Qn , m    Q0   Vn,m .

(7)

In this expression Vn,m is the normalized volume of the individual guns and the exponent  has the value
of 1/3 [Caldwell and Dragoset (2000)]. Q0(ω) is a frequency function of the common source signal, which
here is taken as a Ricker pulse as described in the previous paragraph. This approach is a relatively poor
approximation to the signature from a single air gun, but a reasonable approximation to the signature of
all the guns combined since the firing times and the sizes of the individual guns are selected and
synchronized to produce a single sharp pules without with a minimum of bubble oscillations.
In the in-line direction the transmitted signal from the array is
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Where qn represent the relative strengths of the individual airgun sources and xn are their positions along
the x-axis. The far field directivity function as function of elevation angle and frequency is then
x
 

B( , )   qn exp   i  xn cos    .
c


n 1

N

(9)

As an example we the values from an airgun array used in 2009 in a seismic survey at Nordland VII field
are
qn   0.2308 0.1963 0.1679 0.1656 0.1350 0.1044 ,
xn   0 5.0 7.5 11.0 13.0 16.0

(10)

Figure 3 shows the resulting beam pattern for the frequencies of 50 Hz and 100 Hz. For 50 Hz the
reduction in transmitted level in the horizontal directions is about -5 dB compared to level in the vertical
direction, At 100 Hz there is a side lobe reaching a level of about – 15 dB compared with the level in
vertical direction. The maximum amplitude is in the vertical direction and in the modeling of the time and
frequency responses the maximum peak amplitude is scaled up to the level specified by the surveyor,
which is 255 dB re 1 Pa in the case of the Nordland VII survey. From Figure 3 is evident that the array
directivity is important for the accurate calculations of the sound field.
Array beam pattern for 50 Hz and 100 Hz
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Modeled directivity of the airgun array for 50 Hz and 100 Hz calculated for the
weights and positions given by equation (10)

2.4. Th
he bio-acou
ustic modell
The minimum distance between tthe source annd a fish popuulation requirred to avoid any significaant reaction
or changge in behavioor is definedd as the critiical distancee. The actuall reaction thrreshold for tthe various
species iis difficult too ascertain annd is an areaa of active reesearch not discussed
d
herre [Simmondds, J and D.
MacLennnan (2004)]. However, tthe problem with defininng a reactionn threshold can be illumiinated with
Figure 4 showing thee auditory annd startle thrreshold for A
Atlantic cod. At 50 Hz thhe auditory thhreshold is
about 51103 Pa and the startle reesponse thresshold is abouut 5107 Pa. Note that the startle sounnd pressure
thresholdd level in Figgure 4 is aboout 60-70 dB
B higher thann the auditoryy level. Starttle responsess are strong
and rapid reactions directed
d
awaay from the sound source, but the fissh is likely tto show otheer types of
behaviorral changes aat lower sounnd levels thaan those caussing startle rresponse. Som
me studies hhave shown
behaviorral changes and
a alarm reesponses at sound
s
levelss 20-25 dB llower than thhe thresholdd for startle
responsees. To give ann indication of possible m
maximum intteraction rannges, we havee in this studdy assumed
a reactioon thresholdd of 3107 P
Pa which trranslates intoo 150 dB ree 1Pa., whhich is closee to startle
thresholdd. We havee also negleected the freequency deppendence in the reactioon threshold since the
dependennce is weak in the frequeency band off primary intterest. This tthreshold vallue is only inntended for
discussioon and must nnot in any caase be considdered as moree than an illustration.
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Karlsen et al.. (2007).

3 Exp
perimen
ntal veriffication Nordlan
nd VII
The Norrwegian Petrooleum Directtorate (NPD)) conducted a seismic surrvey off the coasts of Veesterålen in
the sum
mmer of 20099. This wass a regular commercial
c
marine seismic survey, but in adddition other
observattions and measurements w
were conduccted to obtainn calibrated rrecords of thhe airgun souunds and to
observe tthe degree too which comm
mercial fishees was affecteed, Løkkeborrg et al., (20110). The chossen line for
the analyysis, line 13444, is about 330 km long aand passing ddirectly abovve a hydrophhone at a deppth of 83 m
recordingg the sound rreceived from
m the approacching seismic vessel towiing an airgunn array at 6 m depth.
The inpuut for the modeling is the average souund speed proofiles measurred at the dayy of the expeeriment and
the bathyymetry extraccted for officcial sea mapss. Figure 5 shhows the sounnd speed proofile and the bbathymetry
along thee seismic linee and the rayy traces from a source at 6 m depth outt to distance of more thann 30 km.
Accuratee informationn about the aacoustic propperties of thee sea floor caan be more ddifficult to oobtained, as
indicatedd before. In tthis case we uused informaation from thhe Geologicaal Survey of N
Norway (NG
GO), (2010)
where thhe bottom inn the area iis characteriized as gravvel. The tabuulated valuees of Hamiltton [1987]
suggesteed the following values too use in the m
modeling of lline 1344. Coompressionall wave speedd 2000 m/s,
3
bottom ddensity 2500 kg/m , comppressional w
wave attenuatiion: 0.1 dB/λλ, shear wavee speed: 600 m/s, shear
wave attenuation 1.0 dB/λ.
s
exposure level (SE
EL) as functtion of rangee using the
Figure 6 shows the m
measured annd modeled sound
values qquoted abovee with no fu
further attem
mpts to obtaiin a better ffit with the measured vvalues. The
agreement between tthe measuredd and modeleed levels is ggood, both showing
s
that level deceasses sharply
with thee increasing depth at raanges over aabout 7 km. The measuured and moodeled SEL values are
compareed with the assumed reacttion thresholld given in equation (3), indication a critical distaance of 5-6
km. Obsserving the ffish behavioor and fishinng indicate thhat there weere no or litttle reactionss at longer
distancess than this
Sd=6 m, Rd=83
3 m, Angles= -13 : 13
1
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Measured and modeled sound exposure level (SEL) as function of range for line 1344
in Nordland VII with comparison with the assumed SEL threshold level of 150 dB re
1Pa2s.

The sharp decrease in level is partly caused by the increasing water depth, but also losses associated with
the bottom reflections. The values for the sound speed and attenuation yield the bottom reflection loss
shown in Figure 7. The sound speed of 2500 m/s gives a critical angle of 42, but as can be seen from the
figure there is a significant bottom reflection loss at lower angles. This propagation loss is caused by loss
of energy due to sound absorption and conversion to shear waves in the bottom. Most important is the
relatively high value of the shear speed and attenuation (600 m/s) and dB/λ).
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Bottom reflection loss for values used to model line 1344. Compressional wave
speed: 2000 m/s, bottom density 2500 kg/m3, compressional wave attenuation 0.1
dB/λ, shear wave speed 600 m/s and shear wave attenuation 1.0 dB/λ

This is further illustrated by Figure 8 showing the transmission loss as function of range and for the cases
when the shear speed in the bottom is as 600 m/s compared with the loss of zero shear speed in the
bottom. The differences between the curves displayed in the two figures is the shear wave conversion loss
and at ranges longer than 10 km the loss is about 20 dB. The dotted line is the geometrical transmission
loss of equation (1), which gives a slope of 10 log(r) for ranges longer than the water depth at the source.
Norland VII Line 1344: Sd=83 m, Rd=6 m
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4 The
e enviro
onment
The purppose of this work
w
is to develop a moddel for predicttion the sounnd field from
m an impulsivve source to
distancess relevant forr eliciting fissh interactionn and disturbbances for fisshing activitiies. To demoonstrate the
use of thhe model andd to illustrate how the envvironmental ffactors of thee oceanograpphy, the bathoometry and
structuree and compposition of boottom we coonstructed a set of hypothetic, but realistic, scennarios with
differentt sound speedd profiles, baathymetry annd bottom prooperties. In aall the scenarrios the sourrce depth is
fixed to 6 meter ass typical forr a seismic airgun, but both deep and shallow
w receiving depths are
considerred.

4.1 Thee sound speeed profiles
The sounnd speed proofiles used inn the simulations were m
measured at Halten
H
in the Norwegian Sea (64N,
10 E) att different seeasons at diffferent years. The
T selected profiles are shown in Figgure 9. In thee following
we preseent only the rresults from tthe Februaryy and the Julyy profiles sinnce these twoo profiles are typical for
the extreeme variationn that can bee expected. T
The ray tracees for the twoo selected soound profiless for winter
(Februarry) and summ
mer (July) connditions are Figure
F
14.
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impact of the sound profiles variation,

The February profile is a typical winter profile where colder water nearest the surface gives a positive
sound speed gradient, increasing sound speed with depth, over the whole water column. The consequence
is upward refraction with concentration of sound in the upper part of water column. The bottom
interaction is weak since the rays are bent upwards and the propagation is only weakly dependent on the
acoustic properties of the bottom
The July profile is governed by a relative high surface temperature decreasing with depth and resulting in
a sound speed minimum at a certain depth, in this case at about 50 m. A sound speed minimum creates a
sound channel where the sound is trapped and propagates to very long distances. Except for propagation
in the sound cannel most of the sound is reflected many times from the bottom giving a high degree of
sensitivity to bottom parameters.

4.2 The bottom model
As already demonstrated the bottom reflection losses are important for low frequency sound propagation
and in many cases is the determining factor for how far the noise may affect the behavior of fish. The
bottom model used in this study has a sediment layer over a solid rock half space as shown in Figure 11.
The sediment layer with thickness D is modeled as fluid with sound speed cs and density s. The rock has
sound speed crp, shear speed crs and density r. All waves are attenuated with absorption coefficients s,
rp and rs, measured in dB wavelength, respectively for three wave types.
Figure 12 shows a contour plot of the bottom reflection loss (dB) as function of incident grazing angle
and frequency. The parameters are, cs= 1700 m/s, crp= 3000 m/s, crs= 600 m/s, s = 1800 kg/m3 r = 2500
kg/m3, s = rp = rs =0.5/. The reflection coefficient and the reflection loss are functions of the product
of the acoustic frequency f and layer thickness D represented as the vertical axis in the figure. The
reflection loss Figure 12 can therefore be scaled to any layer thickness and frequency.
The reflection loss changes with frequency and for very low frequencies approaches the reflection loss of
a homogenous rock bottom, but approaches the reflection loss of a uniform sedimentary bottom at high
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frequencies. The two critical angles for the sound speeds of cs =1700 m/s and crs = 3000 m/s for the
sediment and the rock, respectively 28 and 60 are clearly recognizably in the graph.
With zero shear speed in the rock and zero wave absorptions in the sediment and the rock, the reflection
loss is zero for angles smaller than the critical angles, which in this example is 28 and 60 for high and
low frequencies, respectively. However, the reflection loss of Figure 11 shows significant losses also in
areas of low frequencies and low angles. The losses in these areas are consequences of energy lost by
wave absorption and conversion to shear waves in the bottom. Figure 12 (left) shows the low-frequency
and low angle area extends up to frequency- layer thickness product of 500 m/s. For a frequency of 50 Hz
the propagation is significantly affected by properties down to about 10 m into the bottom.
Propagation of sound at low frequencies are very dependent on bottom reflection losses and this issue has
been treated extensively in the literature, as for instance Hovem, Richardson and Stoll (1991.
This study compares the propagation using two bottom types



Bottom type (I) Homogenous sediment with sound speed 1700 m/s, density 1800kg/m3 and
attenuation 0.5 dB/ wavelength.
Bottom type (II) Sediment layer with thickness 2 m over solid rock with compressional speed
3000 m/s, shear speed 600 m/s, density 2500 kg/m3. Both wave types with attenuations equal
to 0.5 dB/wavelength.

Bottom type (I) results by setting the thickness of the sediment D to infinity and type (II) is with D=2 m.

Sediment layer:

Thickness = D
cs= 1700 m/s
s = 1800 kg/m3
s =0.5/

Solid rock
crp= 3000 m/s,
crs= 600 m/s,
r = 2500 kg/m3,
rp = rs =0.5/.
Figure 11.
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Sea bottom model with a sediment layer over a solid rock half space
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layered bottom with a sediment layer over hard rock. The parameters are given in the
text.

Figure 12 shows the bottom reflection loss for bottom type(I) and (II) as function of incident grazing
angle and for the frequencies of 50 Hz and 100 Hz. For bottom type (I) the reflection loss is independent
of frequency and the critical angle is 28 In the following discussion, bottom type (I) is referred to as a
low loss bottom and bottom type (II) as a high loss bottom.
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incident grazing angle. Left: Bottom type (II), Right: Bottom type (I), which is
independent of frequency. The parameters are given in the text.

4.3 The bathymetry
The effects of the bathymetry are investigated for the downslope and upslope propagation cases depicted
in Figure 14. The water depth changes with 150 m over a distance of 30 km having a slope of about
0.5 %. As will be demonstrated, even a gentle slope of the magnitude may significantly influence the
propagation and the critical distance
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Examples of scenarios for discussing bathymetric effects on long range propagation.

The ray diagrams in Figure 14 shows several interesting and important features. Downslope propagation
leads to a thinning of rays causing faster decay of the sound level with range than propagation in waters
with constant depth. Upslope propagation yields a concentration of rays with range such that the
geometrical propagation loss is initially reduces and the sound level increases with range until a point
may be reached where the grazing angles of the rays reach 90, which signifies a cutoff in propagation.
(Back-reflected rays are ignored in the propagation model). In addition there is effect of bottom reflection
losses, most pronounced for the winter conditions as observed earlier.
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5 Sim
mulation
n results
This secttion presentss the modelinng results forr the environm
ments descriibed in sectioon 4. The inteention is to
demonsttrate the impportance thee three factoors of soundd speed proofile, the boottom compoosition and
bathymeetry may impact low frequuency propaggation both seeparately andd in combinaation.

5.1 Th
he referencee case, the Pekeris
P
waveguide
The firstt case is the ssimple case w
with constant sound speeed and constaant water deppth and with a sediment
type botttom modeledd as a homoogenous fluidd, characterizzed with souund speed, ddensity and attenuation.
a
This casee is often refferred to as thhe Pekeris waaveguide andd may serve aas a referencee case.
Figure 15 shows the time responnses as function of reduced time and range for thhe two bottom
m types (I)
and (II). The time scale is in reduced time with the grooss time delaay of the traansmission between the
source annd receiver hhas been subttracted. The reduced
r
timee is defined aas
trred  treal 

r
,
creed

(11)

where treeal and tred arre the real annd reduced tim
mes, respecttively, r is raange and cred is the reduction speed.
The actuual value of cred is not impportant as loong as the chosen value results in a goood display of the time
responsees.
The red dotted lines in Figure 155 represent aan estimate oof the duration of the caannel impulsee response.
This tim
me duration is mainly givven by the crritical angle of the bottoom reflectionn coefficient.. Rays that
propagatte at angles closer to thee horizontal plane than the
t critical aangle experieence almost no bottom
reflectionn loss and m
may thereforee propagate tto long distaances. Rays with
w steeper angles will experience
higher reeflection lossses and die out
o more rapidly with rannge. Thus thee time duratiion of the im
mpulse may
be estimated directly by the ratio of sound speeeds in the water and the bbottom as
treed 


 c c 
r  1
 1  r  b 2 0  .

c0  coscritt

 c0 

(12)

This estiimate of the time duration of the channnel impulsee response asssumes that tthe bottom iss fluid-like,
homogennous and flatt, but the estiimate may allso be useful in other casees with modeerately rangee dependent
depth annd with solid or layered bbottom. In thee figure the estimated
e
tim
me duration oof the impulsse response
calculateed on the bassis of the highhest wave speed in the boottoms of (I) 1700 m/s annd 3000 m/s ((II). As can
be observved, the timee duration or responses may
m be very loong for a harrd bottom.
Figure 16
1 shows thhe transmissiion loss as function of range for thhe two bottoom types (II) and (II).
Directionnality is not included in the plot sincce this is connsidered a prroperty of thee source andd not of the
medium.. The dotted line is the ggeometrical transmission
t
loss of equaation (1), whhich gives a sslope of 10
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log(r) for ranges longer than the water depth at the source. The transmission loss for bottom type (II) with
shear wave conversion is significantly higher than for bottom type (I), the difference approaching 10 to 15
dB at the longer ranges. This is as expected from plots of bottom reflection loss in Figure 13
The critical range where the sound level drops below the threshold value of fish reaction can be defined in
various ways. We have chosen to use either the SEL values or the levels of selected spectral 50 and 100
Hz. Figure 17 shows the SEL values as function of range calculated for the bottom types (I) and (II) and
compared with the assumed threshold value of fish reation. In Figure 18 the spectra lines of 50 Hz and
100 Hz are compared with the same threshold. The difference between the sound level at 50 Hz and 100
Hz is mainly caused by the directivity and the higher source level at 50 Hz than for 100 Hz. The critical
range is defined by the crossing with the assumed reaction threshold indicated by the dashed line. For
propagation over the low loss bottom (I) the critical range is about 40 km for both criteria whereas the
critical range is about 15 km for the bottom type (II).
The SEL value variation with range is important to sensitivity of the critical distance. In this case the low
loss bottom type (I) give a slope with range of 10 log (r), the high loss bottom type (II) varies 20 log (r) at
the crossings with the reaction threshold.
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5.2 Propagation under different seasonal condition
The effects of seasonal variations of the environment are illustrated by simulation of propagation at
typical summer and winter conditions in the Halten area in Norwegian Sea using the speed profiles of
July and February shown in 0Figure 9. This case may serve as example of the propagation effects caused
by the combination of sound speed profiles and bottom properties over a flat bottom.
Figure 19 shows the time responses for winter and summer conditions and for the two bottom types (I)
and (II). In the winters, the signals from a shallow source propagates mainly in the surface channel being
repeatedly reflected from the sea surface and refracted at different depths without striking the bottom.
Consequently the bottom composition is not an important factor for the propagation. Under summer
conditions the most propagation paths are with bottom reflections and therefore the transmission is
strongly dependent on the bottom properties. The influences of the bottom types are also clearly visible in
the same way as can see in Figure 15.
Figure 20 shows the SEL values and spectral values at 50 Hz for propagation under summer and winter
conditions and for bottom types (I) and (II). Winter conditions give strong transmission to receivers at
shallows depth with critical range in excess of 50 km, almost independent of the bottom proerties. For the
summer conditions the critical distance is about 20 km for both bottom types (I) and (II).
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Time responses at Halten as function of reduced time and range for summer and
winter conditions calculated for the two bottom types (I) and (II).

Figure 20 shows the SEL values and spectral values at 50 Hz for propagation under summer and winter
conditions and for bottom types (I) and (II). Winter conditions give strong transmission to receivers at
shallows depth with critical range in excess of 50 km, almost independent of the bottom proerties. For the
summer conditions the critical distance is about 20 km for both bottom types (I) and (II).
Figure 21 show the transmission loss as function of range for the frequencies of 50 Hz and 100 Hz. In
these plots the directionality and the level of the source are not included. The model results of the
propagation loss are significantly different from that of the simple equation (1).
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winter conditions at Halten calculated for the bottom types (I) and (II). The dashed
line is the assumed threshold value of fish reaction.
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bottom types (I) and (II).The dotted line is the geometrical transmission loss of
equation (1)

In the cases considered so far the receiver depths are 15 m and the treatment relevant for fish near the sea
surface. However in many cases the depth is important for the sound level and this demonstrated by
considering receiver at 225 m depth, which is 15 m above the bottom. Figure 22 and Figure 23 show the
result for winter condition in the Norwegian Sea, this figures should be compared with Figure 20 showing
the winter results for receivers at 15 m depth. The difference is significant and about 10 to 15 dB lower at
225 m depth compared with the levels at 15 m depth. The bottom properties are not very important for the
winter conditions as earlier concluded.
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summmer and winter conditions at Halten calculated for the bottom types (I) and (II).
The dashed line is the assumed threshold value of fish reaction.
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5.3 Bathymetric effects
This section discusses the propagation over down and up sloping bottoms evaluated for winter and
summer conditions and for the two bottom types (I) and (II) the scenarios are shown in Figure 14.
Figure 24 shows the results for downslope propagation under summer and winter conditions, respectively,
with SEL values and spectral values at 50 Hz as function of range for bottom types (I) and (II). The level
of the assumed reaction threshold, indicated by the dashed line, gives a critical distance of about 15 km
with bottom type (I) and 8 km with bottom type (II) for both summer and winter conditions.
Figure 25 shows the results for upslope propagation under summer and winter conditions with SEL values
and spectral values at 50 Hz as function of range for bottom types (I) and (II). With winter conditions the
effect of increasing density of rays is clearly visible with nearly constant levels until 30 km where the cutoff effect takes place independent of the bottom properties. For summer conditions the results are similar,
but in this case the bottom properties are more important because of more bottom interaction in the
summer than in the winter.
Figure 26 shows the transmission loss as function of range for the frequencies of 50 Hz and 100 Hz for
downslope propagation and Figure 27 shows the same for the upslope propagation. In these plots the
directionality and the level of the source are not included.
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Transmission loss for downslope propagation under winter and summer conditions
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Transmission loss for upslope propagation under winter and summer conditions for
the frequencies of 50 Hz and 100 Hz as function of range for bottom types (I) and
(II).

6 Sum
mmary a
and concclusions
This papper describess a softwaree model for calculating tthe acoustic field from airguns arraays used in
marine sseismic surveeys for oil annd gas. The m
model is baseed on ray theory and incluudes the effeect of range
dependennt bathymetrry and verticcal variationss of sound sppeed profiless. The bottom
m is represennted with a
model haaving a fluidd-like sedimeent layer oveer a solid rocck half-space and includees the effect oof multiple
reflectionn, absorptionn and attenuuation causedd by shear w
wave converssion. The model computtes the full
waveform
m field from
m the air gun signals allow
wing for com
mparison withh recorded siignals. The ppropagation
model haas been extennsively testeed against othher models bbased on wavvenumber inttegration techhnique and
found to be accurate for frequenccies above 255 Hz, which is sufficient for applicatiion to fish off interest to
commerccial fishing. Furthermorre, the moddel has beeen validated with very good agreeements by
comparisson with fielld measurem
ments from aan airgun surrvey over a 30
3 km trackk with signifiicant depth
variationn.
The moddel is intendeed for predicttion of soundd field characcteristics for comparison w
with reactionn criteria of
fish in oorder to estim
mate the crittical distancee for disturbaance. Two reaction criteeria for distuurbance has
been impplemented annd discussedd in the paperr; a criterion based on the sound expoosure level aand another
based onn the spectral levels of seelected frequuency compoonents. Sincee the model ccomputes thee full wave
form of the
t signals, nnew measures or criteria ccan easily be implemented as new knoowledge is gaained.
The proppagation of uunderwater soound is very dependent onn the environnmental condditions, in paarticular the
oceanogrraphic param
meters, the topography off the seafloor and the phyysical propertties of the boottom. By a
series off examples tthese effects are discusseed qualitativvely and quaantitatively inn terms calcuulation the
critical range.
r
The paaper has studdied the effeccts of (1) seaasonal variattions in the sound
s
speed profile, (2)
the geopphysical properties of bbottom, incluuding absorpption and shhear wave cconversion annd (3) the
bathymeetry or the chaange of depthh over propaagation track.
Some off the more im
mportant concclusions are:
The directionnally of the aairgun array iis important, also at low ffrequencies. Using
U
the connfiguration
(1) T
o a real arraay, the level in the horizzontal directiion is found to be 5 dB a lower thann the in the
of
v
vertical
direcction at 50 Hzz, at 100 Hz the differencce is about 155 dB.
(2) Sound
S
channneling effectss may be leadd to exceptioonally good propagation
p
to very largee distances.
I northern w
In
waters the souund channelss are likely too appear at vvery shallow depths, also at depth of
t airguns.
the
(3) The
T bottom reflection looss is of outtmost imporrtance, a factt well know
wn by acoustticians, but
a
apparently
noot recognizedd by marine biologist. Esspecially impportant is thee reflection looss for low
f
frequencies
aand near-horrizontal inciddent angles w
where the refflection loss is determineed by shear
w
wave
converrsion and absorption to a depth
d
in the bottom
b
of at least 25 m.
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(4) Water parameters are coupled with the bottom parameters in the way they affect sound
propagation. For instance, the bottom reflection loss is more important in combination with a
downward refracting sound speed profile than with an upward refracting profile. Hence, the
impact of the bottom properties may be seasonal dependent.
(5) The critical distance is defined as the maximum distance where the sound level exceeds a
predefined threshold. The critical distances calculated in the examples are based on a reaction
threshold close to the startle threshold of cod, which is some 60-70 dB higher than the auditory
threshold. The discussion on the “correct” threshold values for behavior reactive is on-going and
controversial and the values for the critical distances given in this paper should not in any way be
considered as authoritative.
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